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In the latest Last Vocari novel, set in bestselling author Elena Lawson's World of Thorn, cunning vampire huntress Rose takes her
place at the heart of a battle that's been waging for centuries. After the shitstorm in the streets of Baton Rouge, one thing has
become startlingly clear: I'm not safe, and as long as I'm still breathing, I may never be. I could accept that if it didn't also
jeopardize the safety of my guys. I wish I could walk away-save them. I can't. The bonds we've formed won't be easily severed.
Our lives are fused together now, for better or worse. Even unto death. To save us all, I'll have to break every single one of my
own rules. Starting with placing my trust in the hands of the ancient vampire who's been holding me captive for weeks. It's time for
Azrael to face what he's been avoiding for a thousand years: his deranged brother needs to die, and he may be the only being on
this earth able to kill him. Together, the five of us will concoct a plan to end his dark crusade. But I can't decide if it's pure genius or
the downright stupidest idea I've ever heard. Either way, it has to work. If it doesn't, it will be the undoing of us all.One-Click today
and be the first to get book 3 in Elena Lawson's Last Vocari series! Immerse yourself in a world of steamy supernatural romance,
riveting adventure, and shocking twists and turns that will keep you turning the pages until long past your bedtime.
The blood moon rising changed everything...Katie hated her life. Working for her supermodel sister was about as much fun as
eating rocks. But when doing the right thing leads to losing everything, Katie does the logical thing... she gets wasted on the
beach.And then the blood moon rose.Memories, that weren't her own, come rushing back of a life when she was the goddess of
love. A life with three mates who would do anything for her.Panic sets in as a veil is lifted from the world and magic is revealed
everywhere. Luckily for Katie, a muscular adult Cupid, in a diaper, arrives to help her navigate her new world.But when she
discovers the difficulty that comes from having three sexy new mates, and an enemy she doesn't remember, Katie has to decidedoes she do what she must to keep her memory-or take the easy way out and forget all about goddesses and mates.For a woman
who has never believed in love, being the goddess of love might just change everything.Or get her killed.GODDESS OF LOVE is a
paranormal reverse harem romance with a kickbutt heroine and three sexy immortal lovers. It is part of a shared world called
"Blood Moon Rising." So if you're in the mood for a hot story that leave you at the edge of your seat, grab your copy!
All was going well in Piper’s life. The vampire hunters were no longer chasing her and her guys. She finally was able to go home
and she had the love of at least six out of the seven men in her life. Except for her new job. No longer just a simple maid, Piper
has to brave a whole new world of violence, bloodshed, and cruelty. And that was just her training sessions with her new mentor.
When an old enemy seeks retribution for his aid, Piper will have to once again protect her new family and put her new skills to the
test. Will she come out of this one on top or will she be at the mercy of vampires once again?
I never thought I'd move to New York. I certainly never expected to live in a mansion, rent free, with five super hot roommates. But
none of those things surprised me as much as discovering the truth about my destiny, the revelation of the ancient power flowing
through my veins and how it changes my life. I am the Raven Queen. Come meet my guardians. This is the complete Raven
Queen's Harem a reverse harem paranormal romance series! No wait! It's all here! Dive in today! Raven's Mark Ebony Rising
Black Magic Obsidian Fire Onyx Eclipse Midnight's End
I didn't fall into a place of wonder and madness. I was taken.This world is a perfect, enchanting wonderland. The people here are
just as alluring. But we all have our secrets.Like the white rabbit who's leading a rebellion right under the King's nose. Or the sweet
March Hare who's actually an enemy spy. Or my one true ally in all of this, a killer who's so feared they won't even say his real
name.As for me, I have more secrets than all of them combined. Because Wonderland is waiting for the beloved Alice Liddell. And
I'm just the bitch pretending to be her.This is a reverse harem series, recommended for readers 18 and over.
Bianca, a timid and shy university student, has no choice but to step outside her comfort zone to seek answers to her ghostly
problems. The only problem is that, because of what she finds, she now has more questions than before. I've been in a book funk
for a while now and this wholy and completely has brought me out of it. The mystery that kind of sits behind everything is perfect,
as is the character development. I seriously can't believe waited this long to jump in to this series. -laci jo harding The things I see
aren't for the faint of heart. And I am no longer willing to ignore them. Not even when my family, and my best friend, tell me to keep
quiet about what's happening. They say people will think I'm crazy. Maybe I am. But the spirit haunting my professor's house is
definitely trying to tell me something, and I'm the only one who can see it. The one person who can help me is my best friend's
brother. But I don't know if I can trust him or his friends. Or if I can step outside the protective bubble I've built around myself. At
this point it's a toss up: the ghosts will kill me or my panic attacks will. Either way, I figure I'm going to die.
An anchorless woman left without her family and humanity. Three werewolves fighting a seemingly endless war. An unlikely mate
bond that could shatter them all. I was born and raised to hunt and kill rogue paranormals, to protect the human world from
supernatural threats. But my life is torn asunder when a botched mission destroys what hunters most value--my humanity. And
there's no room in the Julii clan for a huntress with demon blood. Rejected by my family for a twisted nature that I can no longer
change, I have nothing and no one to turn to. No one but them, the werewolves who came for me, who risked their lives to save
my own. Xander - the only Alpha to care about a human's fate almost as much as he does about his pack. Byron - the infamous
'White Wolf' of Xander's pack, who stains his white fur with demon blood as easily as I once stained my hands. Ulysses - the heart
of their pack, who hides a secret pain and a terrible burden behind his warm smiles. It would be so easy to let myself fall for them.
But the love of a huntress can be as dangerous as the blades we use in battle. Can they protect me from the demon who is still
after my body and my soul? Huntress Rescued is the first book in the Huntress's Pack why choose series and includes steamy
scenes between the heroine and her overprotective, lupine boyfriends, with a hint of MM spice. But beware! This is not a gentle
love story and there will be a lot of dark content ahead. Remember, a demon is just waiting around the corner to steal our huntress
away.
Name's Vicki Graves. I'm a demon hunter. If you need me, it's already too late. I hunt vamps, witches, demons. Pretty much
anything that goes bump in the night. You got a demonic pest? I'm your gal to kill it. I ain't picky. I'll take it out or die trying. But this
time, this case, it might be the answer to my prayers. If it's not the death of me. This case is personal, you see. I didn't want to
believe that after all these years I might find out what happened to my family. Chase and Johnnie uncovered new evidence. Said it
would give me closure. I wasn't keen, to be honest. Nobody wants to open up that sort of wound for inspection, but they were
adamant. They worry about me. Which is exactly why I'm facing down a seethe of vamps in a dirty, out of town garage. And I half
expected that, really. What I didn't expect? To be doing it with nothing to protect myself but my sexy high heel boots and a
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crumpled piece of paper.
Assassin. Phantom. Raven.Emily is one of the most elite assassins in her flock. She is only one of two ravens granted the right to
hunt solo at only twenty-three years old. Her first mission: find and take out an unknown target at a specified time and location. It
should be easy enough, and yet...the last thing she expected was to see the male she'd danced with during the witches' Samhain
Ball. For the first time in her professional career, Emily froze. It was the first time she couldn't make the kill - not without answers.
Little did she know she wasn't the only assassin hired. There are three others to ensure all four raccoons shifters are dead. But
before she can figure out what is going on, the raccoons take her through a portal and she lands in a different world. Will Emily
follow them on their adventure, explore the feelings she still has for them, or will she follow through on her contract and kill the
man she might be in love with?*This is a steamy reverse harem shifter romance with some MM. All paranormal books by Emma
Dean exist in the same paranormal world - the Council of Paranormals.*
The vampire civil war has been averted, deadly were-demons have been beaten back and now it Damali Richards and Carlos
Rivera (now a Council level vampire) will finally have the chance to settle in and explore their deeper, sexier love. But Carlos and
Damali should know by now that there is no rest for the saviors of the known world. One of the four topside Master vampires has
stolen one of the Keys-the living blood of Christ---that opens the sixth seal as foretold in Revelations. He who possesses the Key
and the Seal can decide to the outcome of the Final War, a.k.a. Armageddon. With a vampire in possession of the Key, the
balance between the Light and the Dark have been thrown off and even Damali is deeply effected. She is now sporting a pair of
fangs. In order to retrieve the Key, Carlos and Damali are quickly thrust into a web of vampire politics and intrigue. And when
Carlos's secret drug, Oblivion, finds its way into the hands of the enemies, even the seventh level of Hell comes calling.
Three dragons. One woman. A reverse harem fantasy that will leave you breathless and begging for more... Dareena Sellis is a
nobody. The orphaned daughter of a no-name farmer, she toils away as a serving girl at Hallowdale Inn, her only marriage
prospects either shipping off to war, or pawing at her skirts with their grubby, gnarled hands. But fate takes a strange turn the day
a dragon huntress comes to town. Suddenly, Dareena is swept off to Dragon's Keep, trading in her raggedy dresses for silken
gowns, her closet-sized room for feather pillows and spacious gardens, and her miserable suitor for three very handsome,
veryvirile dragon princes. For Dareena is not a nobody. She is the Dragon's Gift--the one woman chosen by the gods every
century to bear children for the future king of Dragonfell. Despite her pre-ordained path, Dareena's fate is far from certain. The
crown has not given birth to more than one son in nearly a thousand years, and the line of succession is far from clear. Neither of
the princes are willing to cede Dareena to the other, and yet she must choose. For the enemy is knocking on Dragonfell's door,
and Dareena's decision could either mean the kingdom's salvation... ...or annihilation.
One strong woman. Four sexy Guardians sworn to protect her. A raging hellfire that'll test their bond. Within minutes, everything
Eve Carter thought she knew about her life was eradicated by a volley of Hellfire.She's being called a Demon. It shouldn't be
possible. No one has ever possessed both Demonic and Fae magic before. But the fury behind the power Eve unleashed says it's
very real. For as long as Eve can remember, she's been the hunter when it came to Paranormal justice.But now she's the
hunted.Cole, Noah, Jacob, and Tyler would do anything for their mate, but if they're going to survive this test, it'll take the strongest
magic of all. Magic of the heart.
As a rogue assassin, all the rules I used to live by have changed.I find myself working with four sexy assassin's who test all of my
self-control. Dedicating my life to a greater cause, I'm thrown into a new case - one meant to help rather than harm. If I can just
save this missing girl, I know that I'll be able to make a new life for myself. A life with these men who have become important to
me.It feels so obtainable.Until my case makes an interesting twist. Everywhere I turn, the League is right there, luring me back into
its darkness.Can I save the girl? Can I truly live outside the League? Or will I lose myself and everything that matters to me while
trying?This is a reverse harem series, recommended for readers 18 and over.
When the topic of grandchildren comes up during a weekly sewing circle the matriarchs of the founding families seek out the witch
Elder to scry to see if their sons have mates. They are shocked to discover that many of their son's mates are out in the world and
are human! Fearing that their future daughter in laws will end up dead before being claimed and providing them with grandchildren
to spoil, they convince their own mates that something must be done. After gathering all of the warriors together in a fake award
ceremony the witch Elder casts a spell to pull the warrior's mates to them, whether they want it or not. Aiden McKenzie is adamant
that he doesn't need a mate and that she would only get in the way. He doesn't have time to coddle a female. He likes his world
run with military precision. Little does he realize, Fate is sending him his mate first! He meets his destined mate Meryn Evans and
things go downhill from there. She is the embodiment of chaos. In the first twenty-four hours she kicks, screams and knocks her
bear shifting mate unconscious. Eventually they discover that life before finding each other may have been good, but life
afterwards is perfect, even if it involves super soaker battles and accidentally discharging hand grenades. Unfortunately the joy of
their mating is overshadowed when Aiden and Meryn find themselves embroiled in a missing persons case assigned to Aiden by
the Lycaonian Council. By assisting Aiden, Meryn finds herself the focus of a demented killer. Can Aiden and the elite warriors
from the Alpha Unit keep Meryn safe? Or did Fate bring her to Lycaonia to die?
Action! Magic! Motorcycles! In this whimsical urban fantasy adventure, Red Riding Hood must face the wolf within herself. Gifted
with the ability to transform into a magical-powered werewolf, she must rise to become the legendary Alpha Huntress, and lead a
squad of young warriors in a quest to save Wayward Woods from an ancient evil. (Book 1 of 3)
As I passed by the small kitchen table that had come with the place, I noticed him sitting right in the center, blinking his yellow
eyes at me. Hell is just a place on earth, right? For Lucy, this couldn't be any closer to the truth. Stuck working in another dead-end
job in another unremarkable city, Lucy's adapted to life on the run by arming herself with a smokescreen of snarky humor.
Sometimes though, her filter-less sasses land her in hot water, especially when it comes to triggering her unruly magic. But, still
haunted by the memory of her parents' deaths, she does her best to scrape by under the radar. Little does she know, however,
mysterious forces at work have other plans for her. I knew I hadn't left anything on it since what little mail I got, which was mostly
bills and junk, littered the top my coffee table. After a trip to the pound, where a small, scrappy black cat befriends her, a rapid
series of events thrusts Lucy--literally--into the complicated world of Hell. Caught up in the politics for the scramble to secure
Lucifer's throne, Lucy's birthright is challenged when a nefarious plot arises, threatening the stability of not only Hell, but the
relationships she's worked to build after years of mistrust. I cautiously closed the distance to the table, while he flung himself back
into the floor. Lucy will need to learn to rely on others and use the help offered to her by an alluring demon and a ragtag team of
misfits in order to save Hell before it's ripped apart by all manners of depraved, ruthless enemies. Expertly hand penned across
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the front in fancy calligraphy was my name. My entire name. Lucinda Kenna Melek. Hellfire and Kittens is the first full-length
reverse harem novel in a five-part Paranormal Romance series. That means Lucy won't have to choose! Full of action, interesting
creatures, hot guys, and a sassy independent heroine who is thrown into a strange world that she must learn to navigate while
discovering that true love really does exist. Even if it is a bit unexpected and unconventional. **This series contains explicit
language and adult situations. ***Trigger warning info--This book contains situations of grief and loss.
Arcadia was prepared to die alone, working boring temp jobs and eating cereal out of the box, until the time came that her heart
finally gave out.But a chance meeting on the subway changes everything. Now she's shacked up with not one guy, but seven
intriguing men who are as sexy as well...sin.But she'll soon discover that there is more to the guys than their attractive
appearance. Their meeting was not as happenstance as she was led to believe. Arcadia will have to make a choice: boring safety
or sexy adventure?
Olivia Heart has a tragic past and a closed heart. Focusing on her fledgling career to become a lawyer she doesn't realize a
moment of kindness, eight years ago, would be the undoing of all her hard work to remain hidden. Giving away her plane ticket in
an act of defiance, Olivia seals her fate to a man who sees right through her. In the passing eight years, Luca Caruso waits in the
shadows, protecting her with his anonymity, money, and four highly trained guards - repaying his debt. The repayment stalls when
one guard steps out of line, forcing Luca to steal her away, to submit to a life of his blinding obsession and desire. Olivia wrestles
with her head and her heart, desiring her freedom but also the secrets from the man that stole her away in the middle of the night.
Amid his desperation for her acceptance, Olivia begins to uncover his dark secrets and attempts to flee. Feeling betrayed, Luca
forces Olivia to make a difficult decision. To bend or break? The choice is hers.
There's nothing more tempting than doing something that you really shouldn't. I am Blue, the girl with the knife tattoo. My
generation were born long after the ancient world crumbled and fell.Moon, my best friend and I, hunt for objects from the ancient
world, things that we trade. We are always on the move, never staying in one place too long, and trying to stay away from the war
zones as much as possible.Demons and humans fight each other instead of standing up against the Old Gods who returned after
the death of the Ancients. Moon is a Demon, but she's like a sister to me, her coven rejected her because she's a self-proclaimed
vegetarian, refusing to consume human flesh.The ruins of ancient cities are off limits because legend says they hide the entrance
to the Underworld, to Hades' realm and they are patrolled by Hellhounds, deadly werewolf shifters. After finding a mysterious
object we were attacked on the road and the bastards kidnapped Moon.I took up the hunt and it led me into the heart of a ruined
city called Don and to the three Hellhounds' protecting it, Aris, Damon and Nero. Aris, the eldest is handsome and always ready for
a fight. Damon is strong, gorgeous and mute. His eyes tell stories I want to know. Nero is the youngest and so much like me,
ready to push boundaries.Will these three handsome brothers help me find Moon? Do they really know where the entrance to
Hades' realm is? Why are they living in this place, isolated from the world? Does Hades have power over them or are they willingly
protecting him? Get ready for a wonderful adventure. This is a slow burn reverse harem why choose story suited for mature
readers.
Born into a family of witches, Orenda has the misfortune of being the sole member of her family born without magic. The smallest
bit of magic that she can claim for herself is the ability to sense out magical talismans. She is drawn to them and makes it her task
to keep the most powerful of them out of the reach of her family. Yet, when she comes across an ancient talisman in an antique
shop, she is swept away by its magic into the fae world, but not unchanged.Shrunk and stranded alone in the depths of the troll
kingdom, Orenda must rely on the help of a hive of male pixies. Although they say that she is their queen, and lure her with every
touch, they promise to help her return home. They are nothing like she's ever imagined a pixie to be and give her a taste of a life
that she couldn't have imagined. In a world of magic, she-a magicless witch-strangely finds her place until events provide an
opportunity to return to the human world. It leaves Orenda with a choice: to go back home or remain by their side?Among pixies,
although long-lived, they only have a opening of a handful of years to find their mates before the elders determine that the hives be
broken and the males stripped of their breeding and mating abilities to serve as protectors for young unmated queens. Shavish is
determined that his hive, though well beyond the suitable age of mating, do not come to a similar fate. His hive brothers Orel and
Gwin may have resigned themselves to being guardians and Dazi retreating to his scholarly works, but he is not willing to give up
yet. Although being mated to a small wingless queen wasn't quite what any of them imagined, they resolve to not give her up.
They will court their queen and win her for their own.The Pixies Queen is a m/m/f/m/m romance and does contain m/m. Please be
aware that The Pixie's Queen is an expanded version of the novella Love Blooms for the Pixie Queen that appeared in the Love
Blooms Anthology.
"We're here to assist with your transition to Featherstone Academy."Suddenly thrown into a world representing bloodlines I know
nothing about, forcing my past I refuse to remember into the present, has my world turned upside down.It doesn't matter that I
didn't want to go to college, it doesn't matter that I don't want to be here.I'll follow the rules or risk my life. The organization that
runs the criminal underworld is no joke.Apparently I'm an Ace now, but few are happy about my arrival.Secrets have me wanting to
run for the hills.Boys have curly hair, skull tattoos, big mouths and gentle caresses.A diamond has me wanting to make the world a
better place.For a lone ranger, my small world just got bigger.What are you willing to do to survive?#AceholesMy Bloodline is the
first book in the Featherstone Academy SeriesSome readers may consider this a Dark read. With that in mind it is recommended
for readers 17+This is a full length Reverse Harem College romance novel, meaning the main character has more than one love
interest. It also includes foul language and sexual scenes. All sexual scenes are consensual.
Adam and I are both going through identity crises of epic proportions as we Transition from who we were, and discover who we
were meant to be. More Fae are dying, and I feel as if time is running out for us to find all of those responsible and put an end to
the killings. The people I thought I could trust have betrayed me and the one person I should absolutely not trust; is taking me
deeper and deeper into his world. Ryder's secrets are dangerous and devastating. With each touch and word, he pulls my heart
closer to himself and at the same time he is trying to keep me at arm's length. The dance he and I have begun, is getting more
complicated as our worlds are being shaken from all sides, and the visions of the future are frightening, and nothing like I had ever
pictured for myself or those I care for. This time, destiny is taunting me. I had always thought that I controlled my destiny. Now, my
rights are being taken from me by powerful people and leaving me with alternatives that range between bad and awful. This time,
the choices I have to make can decide the fate of both worlds. Everything is unraveling, and nothing will ever be the same again.
-Synthia
Vampires and angels are locked in a deadly war. But first, they want their daughter back. Half vampire/half angel, Violet, was
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abandoned amongst the humans in London as a baby. Suddenly discovering monstrous powers on her twenty-first birthday, she
thinks she's the most dangerous creature to prowl the streets. She's wrong. When a snarky angel falls into her lap and her
adopted sister disappears, Violet is forced into a new role: Huntress. But the deeper she's dragged into this supernatural world, the
more she struggles to survive. On the run, Violet'll have to rely on a sexy vampire geek, while facing off the harem boy angel
threatening her sister. And there's only one way she'll win: by letting out the monster... Fans of Buffy and Lucifer are sure to
devour Vampire Huntress, the first book in the addictive series REBEL ANGELS by award-winning author Rosemary A Johns. Buy
your copy now to begin the thrilling adventure today!
New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter captivates with a dark, tantalizing world of humans, otherworlders, and a
powerful AIR agent consumed by his desire for a woman he can never have. . . . With one caress, he can give unforgettable
pleasure . . . or unending pain. . . . Hector Dean is shaved, tattooed, and totally ripped—and he has a deadly secret. He is a walking
weapon, capable of killing with a single brush of his fingertips. Little wonder he’s determined to remain on his own. But Noelle
Tremain is a temptation like no other. She is beautiful and rich, with a party girl smile that hides a shocking vulnerability, and from
the beginning his sizzling attraction to her is undeniable. For the first time, his stone-cold resistance is tested. But to be with her,
he risks destroying her. When a wealthy businessman is murdered in New Chicago’s seediest district, the two are partnered, and
there’s no escaping what they both want: each other. Yet neither Hector nor Noelle knows what to fear more—the killer case, or
their own lethal desires. . . .
One halfling female. Four Guardians. A dark secret that could destroy everything.Paranormal detective Eve Carter knows things. She's
always had uncanny gut instincts. When a run of supernatural murders take place, Eve thinks she may be the only one who can save her
once idyllic hometown from the dark threat. What she doesn't expect is four sexy Fae warriors to save her from a vampire attack. Guardians
Noah, Tyler, Jacob and Cole have spent centuries protecting the Fae, so when there is a breach of the veil between the realms, they are
ordered to investigate the disturbance. But what they find is something no one ever expected. A halfling, a human with the gift of the Fae. Eve
has vowed to put an end to those who are committing the murders, and persuades the warriors to become her protectors. But as the Fae
males try to shield Eve from the dark forces moving against her, they slowly begin to realize that the real horror might not be those who are
committing the murders . . . but Eve herself.
Thanks to Jesse James, Lucifer owns herJessica James knew she wasn't normal when her mother dropped her off on a ranch with the
infamous Doc Holliday who was supposed to be long dead. All she was told was that she needed to train for the day her mother came back
so she could fulfill her destiny.Too bad Jess wants nothing to do with destiny.When the day her mother comes to fetch her finally arrives, Jess
finds her hanging in the apple tree. Demons searching for her all her life finally caught up to them.Thanks to her ancestor Jesse James, the
devil Lucifer Morningstar, is also looking for her to fulfill a contract made almost two hundred years ago.Jess is untrained and knows nothing
about the paranormal world. Will she get her bearings and learn how to fight back before Lucifer gets her killed?
Book 12:With her hands full it's tough for Alexa to moderate Willow's continuous descent into darkness. A demon unobserved quickly takes
advantage of going unnoticed. However, he's not the only one. Change is coming for many. The queen of the city will have to stop being so
reluctant to reign. Because if she doesn't, someone else will. And that won't end well for anybody.
What would you do for a well paying job and a dental plan? I know what I'd do. A whole helluva lot. And that's exactly what I got. Hell. Baby
sitting a cemetery was supposed to be an easy job. Stay up all night. Keep an eye out for kids partying. Maybe get some school work in.
What I wasn't supposed to do was deal with three ghosts that wanted nothing more than to drive me insane. Did I mention they're three guys
who are as hot as the hell I'm in? I have one thing to say to my ghostly friends. Bring it on.
Alexa O'Brien has never been like other people. A hunter of supernatural rogues, she's a werewolf with unusual but extraordinary power.
Power that fiercely draws her to Arys, a mysterious vampire who awakens her dark side. What they create together is dangerous and binding,
forcing her to question the source of her abilities. She risks losing her remaining humanity as well as the one man she dares to love.When
Alexa's womanizing former lover and pack Alpha is framed for murder, he turns to her for help. She would like nothing more than to watch
karma at work but as the body count rises, long buried secrets are exposed. Alexa is forced to face the painful truth that not everyone is who
she thinks they are. Not even her.
Shiny Blades. Scorching Fire. Falling Feathers.That's me, Everly Banks, the original supernatural. After being betrayed by The Council and
given to a madman, I burned it all to the ground. Now all I want is to stay hidden, protecting those who need it from the shadows.When four
hunters show up on my doorstep asking for my help and trying to drag me back into the light, I send them and their secrets packing. Did I
mention they work for The Council?I may not have a choice. An army of demons is amassing and innocents are getting caught up in its net.
My only friend may be next.Trusting them may burn me, but I've always played with fire.*********Twisted Flames is an Urban Fantasy with a
Reverse Harem romance. One ancient woman, four hot men, and one drunk sidekick battle demons and themselves. This series includes
sexual content, mature language, and violence. It is not suitable for anyone under the age of 18. Alludes to rape, but no details are given. It
may not be suitable for everyone.
The gods walk among us. And they just might steal your soul... or your heart. I thought I'd survived everything life could throw at me. All I
wanted was to keep my distance from the criminals I work for and get my little brother out of the hell that is our mother's house. Then I died
and woke up to four stunningly hot gods telling me I'm now a valkyrie. Sly, sharp Loki. Jovial but ferocious Thor. Dreamily compassionate
Baldur. Grim and secretive Hod. They all have something to teach me. And around them, my walls start to crack. But the gods didn't summon
me just for kicks. Their king is missing, and they need me to find him. The first three valkyries they sent on the job never made it back. More
power is awakening in me than I could ever have imagined--and the gods' enemies are more devious than even they knew. It's going to take
every trick in the book for me to save myself, my brother, and these divine men who're getting under my skin in the most alluring way. I'm Aria
Watson, and Valhalla ain't seen nothing yet.
Confronting a gang of dangerous rebels is one thing. Falling for them is another. You can

Four sexy dragon shifters. A huntress with a dark past. A bond that could save the world. I've spent my entire life running
from my past and staying out of trouble. That's how I've kept alive ever since my parents were killed by the Black Dragon,
who's ruled the world under her oppressive talons for as long as anyone can remember. But it's hard to keep a low profile
when four handsome strangers turn up in your village claiming you're destined to save the world. According to them,
they've been chosen by the gods to become elemental dragons-and I'm their mate. Which means one day I'll be the most
powerful dragon of all, able to control all four elements. Assuming I can unlock my powers first...by getting intimate with
each of my sexy mates. Auric, the clever prince. Jasin, the cocky soldier. Slade, the protective blacksmith. Reven, the
mysterious assassin. And me. We're the only ones who can bring balance to the world and overthrow the Black Dragon-if
she doesn't tear us to shreds first. STROKE THE FLAME is the first book in a new steamy reverse harem fantasy series.
The traditional story of Snow White reimagined...The king is dead and Snow White has to live with her step-mother as
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queen until she can rightfully take her place. Though every indication tells her the queen will not give up her power easily.
She assigns one of her terrifying huntresses to Snow to keep an eye on her, all in the name of protection.Her huntress,
Devana, is the most beautiful woman Snow has ever laid eyes on. She's strong and fearless and every day by her side is
torture. The queen wants Snow to marry a prince, but all Snow can think about is the woman by her side all day and
night, silent and stern. Does she see Snow the way she sees her? It's impossible to tell.The true test comes when the
queen demands Snow White's heart and she assigns the task to Devana, offering freedom in exchange for the fairest
heart. Will the huntress kill the princess to gain her freedom, or will she give in to the pull between the two of them?*This
is a lesbian, FF, wlw fairy tale romance retelling.
One sassy pyromaniac thief, three sexy-as-sin monsters, and a paranormal conspiracy of epic proportions. It was an
ordinary job. Another night, another asshole collector of the supernatural. I free some poor little beasties from their cages,
pocket a few trinkets to pay my bills, and burn the place down on my way out. Just call me the Robin Hood of monster
emancipation. I didn't count on three manly monsters following me home like lost puppies. Stunningly hot lost puppies,
but still. Now I've got a seductively cheeky incubus, a sweetly enthusiastic demon, and a grimly stoic angel camped out in
my kitchen. They're determined to repay me for my help, and they won't get out of my apartment until they're satisfied
we're even. To be fair, they've got no place else to go. A covert band of hunters captured their boss, and the trail is icecold. I'll lend a hand if it means I can send them packing... and when it looks like we're up against the same creeps who
murdered the person I loved most, you'd better believe I'm all in. Track down the baddies. Steal back the boss. Don't get
killed along the way. Oh, and maybe hook up with a monstrous hottie or two. Piece of cake. I'm so going to regret this.
*Shadow Thief is the first book in a new urban fantasy series from bestselling author Eva Chase. If you love kickass
heroines with sass to spare, drool-worthy monsters who have their own sense of morality, and steamy romances where
there'll be no choosing required, dive in now!*
USA Today Bestselling author, W.J. May, brings you to a new level of fantasy. Fans of Underworld and paranormal
worlds will love this story! PARANORMAL HUNTRESS BOX SET is the first 3 books of the Paranormal Huntress series altogether in one collection! "The wise learn many things from their enemies." My name's Atlanta Skolar, and I'm a
huntress. No, not the vampire-slaying type, or the ever-brooding Winchester brothers from Supernatural. I live a relatively
normal life—during the day at least. I go to school, have friends, and try my best to survive Uncle James' horrendous
cooking. However, the nights in the city of Calen are not always calm. There's a thin veil between our world and the world
of monsters, the good and the bad. I'm one of the few who stands between the two. With the help of my uncle, who's
taken me in since my parents' deaths, I spend the nights making sure the balance is maintained and that each side
keeps to their respective places. At least, that was until something rattled the cages and everything hit the fan. There's a
new evil in town, an evil that's been here before, and it may be responsible for my parents' deaths. An evil that isn't
satisfied with the balance. It'll do all it can to make sure darkness falls over Calen and the rest of the world once again.
Scary? That ain't the half of it. It's particularly interested in me. Why? No idea. But it's my job as a huntress to make sure
the evil is stopped, no matter what. BOOK 2 The city of Calen has fallen. The forces that once held the city as one are
scattered and drained of power. Adelaide, one of the witches who's haunted and threatened the peace once made by the
elders in the territory, has regained her power by releasing the hybrids she's created. She's determined to destroy Calen
and all those who stand in her way. Atlanta, the Druid huntress, responsible for unlocking the hybrids and the murder of
her uncle, tries to come to terms with what's happened. The fate of Calen rests in too few hands. Divided sanctions,
Vamps, Wolf and Druid, must unify or each race stands no chance of survival. BOOK 3 Calen has fallen. Everlore has
fallen. Atlanta Skolar is on the run. Barely escaping the clutches of Adelaide, and believing her mother is dead, she
escapes the fires of the ancient city. Her escape, though, is bittersweet. Coupled with the unknown ability she has
recently discovered, and the curious case of her platinum colored hair, she has yet to find a way to defeat the witch and
her followers. Joined by her band of trusted friends, Atlanta must work to find the remaining Lunar Books and figure out
the secrets within if she wants to stop Adelaide's conquest for complete dominance. But with hybrids and the compelled
hot on her trail, the task seems almost impossible. Atlanta must find the strength within her, and unleash the powers of
the Coven Master, if she wants to ensure the survival of her friends…and herself. SERIES: Never Look Back Coven
Master Alpha's Permission Blood Bonding Oracle of Nightmares Shadows in the Night SEARCH TERMS: superhero
fantasy ebooks, supernatural, superpowers, werewolf romance, werewolf series, werewolves, horror romance, horror,
witches, new adult, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, w.j. may, series, mystery, paranormal, Young Adult,
romance, suspense, urban fantasy, ark fantasy, fantasy new adult, vampires and witches, superhero, New Adult &
College Romance Paranormal, new adult and college, New Adult & College Romance, chronicles of kerrigan, Tudor,
England, tattoos, boarding school, fantasy, shifter mysteries, romance paranormal werewolves and shifters, shifter
reverse harem, dark fantasy, weres, boarding school, fairy, fae, time travel, distopian
As an assassin of the Lifeless League, there are two rules I live by:1. Never kill another hunter.2. Obey orders.When I
find that my newest set of targets are branded with the Mark of the Hunter, I don't know who I can trust anymore. I can't
take their lives without knowing why these mysterious men turned their backs on the League.A choice will have to be
made eventually. Even if they refuse to make anything easy for me. The four brooding ex-assassins give me trials,
training, and tests to study my unusual powers and prove myself as one of them. A deadly plan is now in place but
they've all made one grave mistake: Underestimating me. Because I'm adding a third and final rule to my list:3.
Survive.This is a Reverse Harem Series, recommended for readers 18 and over.
Three trials stand between Lera and exile. Unless the training kills her first. Quint magic has never chosen a human
before, and the Elders Council is convinced Lera is a mistake. When the quint refuses to be cleaved apart, the enraged
elders give them a choice: exile from Lunos or demotion to the lowest of trainees. Subject again to the humiliations and
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deadly trials they endured centuries ago, the males now face a new challenge--training Lera to survive. River, Shade,
Coal, and Tye will do whatever it takes to keep Lera safe. But Lera will do whatever she must to keep them
together--even if it means putting herself in mortal danger. MISTAKE OF MAGIC is a full-length reverse-harem fantasy
novel, sequel to the Amazon bestseller, POWER OF FIVE.
In a world where the gods live together in one society, a revolution is coming-led by the goddess Artemis and the four
gods who are her allies and protectors. Artemis is pulled from her simple life in the forest, where her father Zeus hid her
to shield her from a dangerous society and taken to the Academy of the Gods. The strongest god in the Academy, Apollo
is dead taking with him any hope for a new future. Artemis must take her brother's place in the Trials of the Gods, a
series of challenges designed to either prove her strength or determine her failure. The winner of the Trials will lead the
Academy towards a new future. Can Artemis win the Trials and fulfill her brother's plans to bring equality to all gods and
goddesses? Dealing with her new life and role is challenging enough without the distraction of the gods she must ally
with: Thor, Loki, Dionysus, and Triton. Romance is the last thing on her mind, but the closer the five work as a team, the
harder it is to resist. Not everybody supported Apollo's desire to begin a revolution. His plan to create equality for the
goddesses in a world where they're inferior could be the reason for his death. Can Artemis also bring Apollo's killers to
justice? Or will those behind his murder succeed in stopping the revolution Apollo planned? Huntress is a reverse harem
fantasy romance which joins Greek, Roman and Norse mythology into a sexy and thrilling story, from USA Today
bestselling authors Angel Lawson and LJ Swallow.
Welcome to Cedar Falls...I thought the sign seemed a little too welcoming, but when you get the call to move from the
goddess herself, you don't get to be picky. I just wasn't expecting my new home to be so rustic and...down on its luck.
But, when you're a witch, life can get pretty interesting...and dangerous. Especially when someone is killing the local
coven. At least the chief of police is pretty hot, when he's not accusing me of being the murderer.Cedar Falls seems to
have no shortage of hot men. With so many stunning men, why choose just one? Sorry, Chief. Let's just hope I don't get
too distracted before I find the murderer, open my new bookstore, and help Cedar Falls become what it was meant to
be...First Moon is an adult novel intended for mature audiences only. It contains graphic language and sexual situations.
18+ readers only! This is a medium burn reverse harem where the girl gets all the guys. Why Choose?
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